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About This Game

Civilizations come and go; common men and kings they get covered by the dust of time in the same way. Monuments and
wonders crumble under their own weight. But the cultural legacy is not bygone. Stories and tales about ancestors and their deeds
pass through generations, the old knowledge is not lost forever. Soon, new societies, new kingdoms, new civilizations rise from

the seeds of the ones which predated them. Decadence is not the end.

Will your legacy stand the test of time?

Field of Glory: Empires is a grand strategy game in which you will have to move in an intricate and living tapestry of nations
and tribes, each one with their distinctive culture.

Set in Europe and in the Mediterranean Area during the Classical Age, experience what truly means to manage an Empire.
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Expand your dominion through wars of conquest and make your culture a beacon of light, but be careful though. The risk of
Decadence is not trivial. Many civilizations have collapsed for not having seen in time the signs of impending crisis. The older
your empire, the more challenges will lurk in the shadows. Just expanding your borders without carefully shaping your form of

government and culture won’t be the wisest of strategies.

Manage your Empire on a scale that fits you: adjust all the details of an important region, form provinces to oversee your
growing realm.

Construct buildings to enhance your army, the life of your citizens, and the economy. Establish and grow a trade network of
goods and resources.

The battle system is not just about who brings the larger force. Army composition and understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of you and your enemy are decisive, so is choosing wisely the battlefield and the general to lead your troops.

And, if you want even more direct control, Field of Glory: Empires lets you export and load your battles into Field of Glory II
and then load the results back into Field of Glory: Empires!

War is decided not just by battles though, but also clever manoeuvres. Simultaneous (WEGO) turn resolution means thinking
ahead to intercept – or to escape! – enemy armies will be essential. Field of Glory: Empires offers a living world where every

decision has an impact on every actor.

And once you think you are ready to be challenged, play against real opponents in one of the largest asynchronous multiplayer
system ever created.
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Suits: A Business Soundtrack Available Now for FREE!:
It has been a long time since we said that we would be releasing the soundtrack for Suits, but we have been very busy working
on our new game Zoopocalypse(Now on Steam Greenlight). Originally we were going to release this soundtrack much sooner,
but Steam was giving us some issues with uploading the files and we just moved on. Now it's available for anyone who owns
Suits:A Business RPG for free. Why free you may ask. Well we believe since you own the game why charge you extra money to
listen the music that was already in the game that you paid for. We understand that some developers sell the soundtrack in order
to support themselves, but we don't really care. Anyway enjoy the free soundtrack. :)
-MAL_Ware. Update 1.0.4:
In the last update, we have removed the cap on the cost penalty on building multiple traps of the same type. The reasoning
behind this change was to nerf trap spamming. Putting all gems into one DPS trap and spamming it everywhere requires no
thinking, yet it was one of the most powerful strategy.
Filling every walls to the brim with cheap traps is the best strategy to counter Wall Totems in the endless mode. Yes, it is a
clever solution and it works extremely well. But it discouraged players who were countering Wall Totems by using specialized
traps to destroy them. I've added an XP reward for destroying Wall Totems to encourage the players who are destroying them.
But it seemed not enough.

As an avid fan of tower defense games, I believe the true fun of tower defense games comes from formulating one's own
strategy. Not to mention the sense of accomplishment that comes from achieving a high score by a series of carefully optimized
moves.

In tower defense games, where the enemy has no means to adapt to a certain strategy, a single best solution always exists. But
the solution is obfuscated by many layers of depth so it's not apparently visible, like a jigsaw puzzle. Part of the fun comes from
using your own pieces to create a good enough solution. And comparing your solution to other's. But when a simple spamming is
the best strategy, it takes away the sense of accomplishment from players. In the current state of the game, the most apparent
solution to me was nerfing the trap spamming.

Still, trap spamming can be a legitimate form of strategy. And I must admit, it can be quite fun, too. Besides, people seemed to
think the nerf was harsh. Hence, we have increased the skill level cap of Upkeep skill. When maxed out, the skill will give you
80% mitigation of the cost penalty. This will help players to survive early waves to accumulate treasury gold before spamming
becomes prohibitively expensive.

Please note that this is a temporary solution. A more permanent and fun solution is under development. Details about this
solution is here. Please share your opinions and suggestions on this matter.

Thank you for your support.

Changelogs. 更新日志19-2-25:
V0.1.9.1版本更新——

·战斗系统优化：. Update 1.0.2:
This is a minor update that fixes a couple of critical gameplay issues.

Changelogs. PeeTee Babybuu:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/680300/PeeTee_Babybuu/
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